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ABSTRACT:
The authors discuss the characteristics and the preliminary findings of the Prevention in Mental Health - EAPPP (Early Detection & Attention of Patients with Risk of Psychosis), a team inserted in the public Primary Health Care System of Barcelona, Spain. Special attention is given to the four core domains of the team work: selection of target populations, the system for detection of first episode psychosis (FEP) and at-risk mental state (ARMS) subjects in the community, the close relationship with the social and educational systems, and the psychoanalytic components of the inter-paradigmatic framework. The community focused work and the psychological and inter-paradigmatic framework are core differential components of the EAPPP unit in the field of EPA (early psychosis attention).
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INTRODUCTION: CORE CLINICAL END-POINTS AFTER TWO YEARS OF EAPPP EXPERIENCE

In general, the investigations focused on the identification of personal and social consequences of duration of untreated psychosis (DUP) suggest that longer DUP is associated with an unfavourable disorder outcome. Increased economic burden is consistently reported in these cases, most likely remaining higher for the duration of the disease. Additionally, some evidence suggests that it is precisely in this early phase that the psychosis is most active and where most of its long-term consequences are generated. Consequently, developing strategies to reduce DUP and to intervene as soon as possible has become a priority for Mental Health Care systems. Two important cornerstones of this approach are the detection of people at-risk for psychosis (identifying the so called at-risk mental state – ARMS or EMAR in Spanish) and the diagnosis of psychosis as early as possible. Accordingly, several approaches have been developed for detection on ARMS cases. Back in 2005, Catalonia saw the birth if its first public health system team fully dedicated to Early Detection and Attention (EAP) for “at-risk of Psychosis Patients” (EAPPP). Operating in Barcelona within Institu Català de la Salut – ICS, it became the first specialized and integral Spanish team dedicated to early psychosis detection and attention.

The general objectives set out for the team were: 1) Assisting patients with prodromal symptoms and first episodes psychosis (FEP); 2) Preventing, if possible, the development of psychoses by treating ARMS cases; 3) Decreasing social, family, and individual suffering and burden in these type of disorders. This service belongs to Primary Care Health services of a district with
83,567 inhabitants in Barcelona, with predominantly worker and low-middle class population.

A set of secondary objectives were also put forward:

- Early attention in bio-psycho-social dimensions
- Decreasing individual, family and social suffering in two psychotic situations: FEP and ARMS
- Decreasing and potentially preventing psychosis chronicity
- Decreasing economic and social costs in these disorders.
- Optimizing Mental Health prevention in highly vulnerable children.
- Facilitating an integrative approach with health, education and social services in our geo-demographic sector.
- Preventing hospital admissions.

Three target population groups have been progressively defined: 1) People with Incipient Psychosis (FEP: first psychotic episode diagnosed in the previous 12 months); 2) Subjects at-risk for psychosis (ARMS group); 3) A third target, not frequently approached by international groups, was the “highly vulnerable minors” due high load of risk factors (HVM group).

The team consists of two psychiatrists, a psychologist trained in psychotherapy, a social worker, two mental health specialist nurses and administrative staff working in a 8 to 20 hours basis. The assigned population consists of 83,567 people (estimated to be nearly 100,000), inhabiting a central neighbourhood in Barcelona, incorporating middle and low-middle classes with a progressive increment of immigrant workers.

A screening instrument, the Early Recognition Inventory Checklist (ERIraos), was used by a network of community professionals to identify possible cases. This checklist is based upon the retrospective assessment of the onset and course of schizophrenia and others psychosis instrument (Iraos). Possible cases were referred to the consultants whenever any person rated 3 or more in the ERIraos, or when they rate one item in the second or third part of ERIraos and/or if they showed ARMS problems according to the information sessions conducted by the EAPPP. If the instrument had not been completed, it would be applied in the first visit to the team. Upon completion of the evaluations, the person might fulfil the ARMS or FEP criteria, be considered highly vulnerable children (HVM: highly vulnerable minors) or might not fulfil any criteria at all and therefore be referred to another specialised service in the mental health care network (table I).

Our intervention model is multi-dimensional, as we approach personal, family and social systems. In the evaluation and diagnostics.
### Table 1 – Referrals and exploration process.

**REFERRALS AND EXPLORATION PROCESS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education Services</th>
<th>Sanitary Primary Services</th>
<th>Mental Health Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Detection Checklist ERItaos completed in community work referred or in EAPPP service</td>
<td>Detection Checklist ERItaos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If don’t have inclusion criteria: return referred service or mental health network services</td>
<td>EAPPP</td>
<td>EAPPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV Group: Highly Vulnerable Children</td>
<td></td>
<td>FEP Group: Subjects in First Psychotic Episode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group ARMS: Subjects at – Risk Mental State</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II – Types of Interventions.

DUP: During Untreated Psychosis

PRIMARY PREVENTION

SECONDARY PREVENTION

TERCIARY PREVENTION

PREVENTIVE AND INESPECIFTC INTERVENTIONS

EARLY INTERVENTION

EARLY INTENSIVE INTERVENTION

PSYCHOTIC DISORDER

PREMORBID PHASE

PRODROMIC SYMPTOMS

NEGATIVE SYMPTOMS

POSITIVE SYMPTOMS

FEP: First Psychosis Episode

ARMS: at Risk Mental States

HVC: Children with Risk Factors Accumulation (vulnerable minors)

FIRST CLASSIC TREATMENT

END FIRST TREATMENT

RESIDUAL SYMPTOMS?
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phases we study the individual’s capacities and the patient’s internal world, their family relationships, the network of social relations, study and professional abilities and their history of contacts with the global social, medical and mental health system.

The therapeutic approach we have thus designed takes the name of *Need Adapted Treatment to Patients and Families in the Community* (TANC), and is inspired by the “*Need Adapted Treatment*” of Alanen and others Scandinavian authors. There is a set of techniques that need to be considered and used interchangeably in each patient and family system:

1. Individual psychoanalytic psychotherapy (when it is indicated and patient so agrees)
2. Psycho-educational groups, comprising with six sessions.
3. Psychopharmacological therapy, integrated and combined with other therapies.
4. Multifamily group therapy (open group for several patients and families)
5. Family interviews: They begin with a family diagnostic procedure, after which the TANC approach is explained in an “extended family” and team interview. Family therapy and inclusion of family within the therapeutic effort is generally undertaken.
6. “Open attention”: 12 hours open accessibility if patients or families do so require.
7. Cognitive rehabilitation, social abilities orientation and professional counselling.
8. Prevention Programs: namely the “Offspring of…” prevention program (directed at children of parents with severe mental disorders).
9. Visits in the environment: home, educative centre, hospital and others.

In order to better coordinate the intervention program in the target geo-demographic area, there are regular meetings with representatives from several local services, including health, educational and social services.

Reporting to a period of two years, we have detected and applied the treatment program to 17 FEP cases, 42 ARMS cases and 23 HVM subjects. Of the ARMS group, four subjects developed FEP. Sixteen additional persons were added to the “Others” group (family members & no EAPPP profile). Statistically, we obtained a mean “incidence in service per year” of 1’01 (FEP), 1’19 (overall “delusional psychoses”), 2’51 (ARMS) and 1’37 (MAV) per 10.000 inhabitants.

The ARMS incidence is obviously determined by the selection criteria established by the team. We detected 2.5 cases per year per 10.000 inhabitants, a somewhat higher incidence than reported in other studies. For example, the Cantabria’s program (Spain) on early psychosis, which follows the Yung et al. criteria, detected 1 case per year per 10.000 inhabitants. This significant difference may occur due to distinct inclusion criteria. Our team recruits patients from 12 to 56 years old whilst the Cantabria’s Program is more re-
strictive (14-30 years old age window). However, in our study there were no patients older that 30 years old and only 10% of the cases had between 12-14 years of age. Another possible explanation may be linked to a higher detection rate in our program, which led us to add 5 more criteria than the standard UHR (ultra high risk) protocol, in order to increase our specificity. International and national (Cantabria’s) groups have traditionally got their referrals from the health care system while in our study between 40-50% of the patients were referred from non-health care services (social services, educational services, justice services, among other community institutions), which may explain our higher detection rate. Evidence shows that both mental health care and general health care workers, if made aware of psychosis, do contribute significantly to detect psychosis in early phases and to proceed to appropriate referrals. Nevertheless, when the raising awareness strategies include other sectors, as educational services, there is a higher DUP reduction. In the EAPPP work, a third of our subjects were referred from social services. These are in daily contact with people with severe mental illness and in social risk, who might otherwise be alienated from the other community services, including educational and health services.

In summary, our initial experience tends to confirm our presumption that preventive work on the field of psychoses is feasible. It is possible to detect previously undiagnosed FEP cases and it’s possible to detect ARMS subjects if we are integrated and sustained on the local networks through intense shared work with social, pedagogic and health community services. At this moment, the greatest challenge resides on the collaboration of the inpatient units for psychiatric emergencies, who have yet to be integrated with confidence in the EAPPP work.

ARMS AND ARMS DETECTION STRATEGIES OF THE EAPPP TEAM

In recent decades researchers have developed several strategies for the detection of persons at risk for psychotic disorders, the so-called “at-risk mental state” (ARMS). These include; 1) Positive symptoms of the late prodrome and risk factors for psychotic disorder (ultra high risk, UHR), 2) Extension of the previous strategy including the negative symptoms, 3) Strategies focusing on the “basic symptoms” of schizophrenia. Improving ARMS detection rate can also involve adjustments in the Primary Health Care Services catchments strategies, including recognition the help-seeking behaviour and optimization of pathways to care and availability of the care. EAPPP’s strategy to detect ARMS subjects involves two stages. In the first phase, a screening instrument used by referral professionals (ERIraos-15) is used to detect negative, positive...
and unspecific symptoms. In a second phase, the team begins a thorough evaluation of negative and positive symptoms, as well as risk factors stratification and somatic evaluation protocol. These follow our own ARMS criteria, which are similar to UHR (ultra high risk) ones, but include yet more psychosocial items, narrowing the scope of the target population.

After two years of implementing this strategy, we have identified 59 out of 99 patients that met criteria for FEP or ARMS. They presented predominantly with social impairment and negative symptoms, which had greater intensity than positive symptoms. Nonetheless, most of the patients had subtle psychotic symptoms. In that way, the biphasic detection strategy, first focusing on negative and unspecific symptoms via a screening instrument, and secondly checking for specific symptoms like UHR or similar protocols, seems to constitute a good strategy for ARMS detection in the primary mental health care system. This approach might contribute to improve detection both on the early and late stages of the psychotic prodrome.

INTEGRATING SOCIAL SERVICES TEAMS IN PSYCHOSIS PREVENTION PROGRAMS

The prevention and treatment of early psychoses within the community is a primary goal for the improvement of the “community's mental health”. That means to take care not only of the patient and his/her family, but also of the professionals who are in close contact with those individuals, that is, “to take care of the caregivers”, trying to improve their sensitivity to psychosis. Because our work takes place in such different settings, such as Social, Educational and Health Services, our approach to the multitude of specialized workers (social workers, nurses, teachers, general practitioners, clinical psychologists, among others) must be adjusted accordingly.

The fact that a third of our ARMS patients are referred from Social and Child Care Services, which is an innovative result, considering the previous studies on early detection of psychoses, makes our EAPPP program experience somewhat different from other implementations.

What kinds of patients are referred from the Social Services? Why they don’t come from closer services, like schools or general practitioners? Could we find and describe a specific profile that allows us to reach any conclusion? In order to answer these questions, let us to do a brief recall of the usual procedure regarding referrals. In most instances, when any professional in the network receives a request from an individual seeking help or detects a possible case, the situation is presented at the inter-consultation (“liaison”) meetings, in order to ensure the success of the intervention. If the referral is perceived
as urgent, they will contact the EAPPP team via e-mail or telephone letting us know that the patient is being referred and informing us about the case.

Although the protocol allows that any network professional may refer possible cases without any previous meeting with the team, and thus devoid of any coordination, in practice there has been no such events during these two years of operation, as none of the referrals have entered the program without a previous contact from a professional. Some cases of self or family referral did occur, in instances where knowledge of the EAPPP program was available to the patient or his family.

For the first two years of operations, the ARMS subject referral pattern to the EAPPP was as follows: 55% came from health services and 45% from a non-health related services. Are there any difference between the people and their families that were referred from the health services and the ones that were referred from the social and educational services? Our preliminary data shows that in more than 70% of the cases referred by health services, the person or their relatives were the ones that sought help, and in less than 20% of the cases the professional was the one proposing the referral. However in the educational and social services the tendency is actually the opposite: in more than 80% of the cases the referral was proposed to the individual by the professional, and less than 20% were self-referrals from the family or the subject.

What where the families’ characteristics that made them predisposed not to seek help? Our initial assumption was that in those families the presence of untreated mental disorders in the parents was much higher than in the cases where the family or the patient were the ones asking for help. However, the data from the two initial years of our program do not confirm this hypothesis at a statistical level, and actually tells us that all of the cases referred from the social services came from a family in which at least one of the parents suffered from a mental disorder, and more than 60% of those mental disorders were untreated. There were no significant differences between the social-economic profiles in the families that allowed us to come to any other specific perspective.

Our preliminary conclusions from the shared work with social and educational services include several highlights:
- Relying on community systems for the early detection and recruitment of cases implies having an account of and cooperation with social and educational services, an not only health services, especially more relevant as the public health services are constrained with limited resources.
- A significant share of the at-risk mental state (ARMS) subjects - 45% - has come to us through liaison with the non-health-related-services. This alternative method of contact allows technicians to be in contact
with people that for some reasons (health, social, emotional or cultural) are not aware that help is either available or desirable. This can be attributed to a lack of knowledge, inability to self-diagnose or defence mechanism and resistance in teenagers and other age groups.

Therefore, to keep in contact with the social and educational services allows us to have more presence in the community and to offer a more democratic care for psychosis. Our preliminary findings leads us to realize that shared work with Social Welfare Services allows us to be in touch with those who are socially excluded, and as such not in contact with other services which are usually closer to the general population.

The inter-consultation or “liaison” meetings promote collaborative work within the involved network of professionals and improves the quality of care through discussion. Our case-by-case approach encourages respectful practice and personalized treatment strategies, rather than simply implementation by routine mechanical practice.

Untreated mental disorders are often associated with poverty and social exclusion. As mental health and social worker professionals, being able to detect and treat the individuals coming from such background - which enhances their risk for psychosis - might provide the tools to decrease certain harmful family emotional and behavioural patterns, which are common in those mental disorders.

**THE ROLE OF PSYCHODYNAMIC APPROACHES IN AN EARLY DETECTION & ATTENTION FOR PATIENTS WITH RISK OF PSYCHOSIS UNIT (EAPPP): A PROPOSAL**

By the end of the third year of EAPPP functioning we aim to outlook some of its foundations, objectives and developments. The theoretical and technical foundations of our work are based on a “psychoanalytically informed” communitarian perspective. In that sense, our psychological and psychopathological formulations and techniques are “psychodynamic techniques” combined with biological, cognitive-behavioral, psycho-social and semi-professional techniques.

Since 1982 and having that in mind, we’ve developed some psychoanalytical applications, both for PHC (Primary Health Care) and, more specifically, for Primary Mental Health Care (PMHC) (Tizón 1997; 2007). We are currently developing a specific application for our Early Detection and Prevention of Psychosis (EDPP) program.

In general, we hold that psychoanalysis has been and will continue to contribute to PHC and EDPP in six basic ways: 1) proposing a developmental psychopathology applied to psychoses; 2) giving support to many of those who work in health, social and educational centres regarding personal development, setting preservation, professional training and group or-
ganization: they are our clinical-preventive and developmental contributions; 3) offering elements for the theoretical and epistemological basis, upon which the fundamental principles of PMHC can be laid out, constituting our theoretical contributions; 4) offering psychotherapeutic elements, which can be used by our team and by primary health care social and educational workers, constituting our technical contributions; 5) offering a series of pragmatic elements both to PHC-PMHC and social and educational teams; 6) offering elements of the previous five types for a renewed practice of Community Mental Health Care for the Psychosis and At-Risk of Psychosis persons and groups.

In conclusion, psychoanalysis could make valuable contributions to our work, specially regarding the clinical approach, by providing a theoretical knowledge that takes into account the internal world of the patient and by giving basic frames of reference for prevention and for integrated clinical assistance. However, we support the idea that psychoanalytical theories and techniques have to be complemented if we aim for an “integrated therapy”. We call this model of treatment TANC (A Patients and Family’s Need Adapted Treatment in the Community).
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